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Okan Group

Evaluation of the Week:

The group has started implementing image processing facilities. The image processor GUI is not ready yet. Besides, the orthophoto module has been revised and a glitch has been detected and various bugs have been removed from the codebase at the beginning of the week. The project manager GUI has been enriched with a content information panel.

Personal Performance Report:

Okan AKALIN (1448273):

I have made some bug fixes regarding the project manager and the modules. I have also written the content information panel.

Kazım IŞIK (1448760):

I have implemented the convolution filter and histogram equalization methods of image processor module and written a helper class to ease the burden of converting IplImage handles to Image handles.

Görkem KURT (1395250):

I implemented the brightness adjustment method of image processing module and i am surveying a method for contrast adjustment.

Yunus OLGUN (1448992):

I revised the orthophoto generation module and documented the existing codebase.